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About This Game

A fun physics based toy sized vehicle game, fast paced with a large range game modes throughout single player and multiplayer.

Single player will test the skill level of individuals on a sand-boxed Island resort.

Players can experience up to 4 players battling it out in the tournament style playlist of Party mode.

33 Single player objectives

12 Physics based Vehicles

12 Contraptions to help complete objectives or just have fun with them

30 Local multiplayer maps, can be played consecutively for a heated tournament setting
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Title: Stunt Toys
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing
Developer:
IKI STUDIOS, LLC
Publisher:
IKI STUDIOS, LLC
Release Date: 12 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 260 or ATI 4850

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Gamepad or Controller Required
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This is a first impression, not a full review, and I suspect it's going to stay that way. The reason for that is that this game is a
timing puzzler with unsuitable controls.

The general idea is nice: you need to get colored runes to the same colored altars, except for tutorial dude, each elemental can
only carry its own runes, and there are specific things only they can do, and they can be combined to combine their abilities.
That should make for interesting puzzles, except they're timed, your guys never stop moving (why not?), and the camera and
controls mean it's very hard to translate intent into the game world.

Now with the same basic mechanics, this could just as easily have been a puzzle where you draw some paths in advance,
including possibly some wait times, and thenset it in motion like a machine. But instead, like Charlie Chaplin in modern times, I
need to struggle to keep up with the "machine" that I want to see solve the level. Very annoying.

If you like timing puzzle games, this is a game you might want to try. If you like the puzzling without someone running and
falling off a cliff while you try to figure out what's going on, get something else.. Game takes a familiar concept that for
whatever reason is fairly barren on Steam.

Point and click shooting at it's finest for super cheap.

Don't expect crazy depth or House of the Dead, but do expect a game designed for grinding and high scores.
. This game is non-"user friendly".
The beginning boss is terrible strong. The whole screen full with colourful bullets until u can't response at all. It is impossible to
hide from these terrible "attacks". The life is difficult, why you still playing more difficult game to suffer???. Edit: The issue
described below has been fixed, copy is now of much better quality. Recommended.

When I buy a film digitally, I expect it to be shown in the framing that it was theatrically released. NOT watch a film that was
shot and displayed theatrically in 2.4:1 be cropped to 16:9 by some goddamn intern.

I wanted to try out buying movies on here, never EVER again . Steam is ridiculous for having a no refund policy on this, I was
not delivered what was promised.. Everything bad, except maybe the pixel art.

At the time of writing these are the issues:
*Crashes constantly. Sometimes at startup, sometimes if you click out of the game window, sometimes just because it wants to.
*Achievements are all broken for everyone except the devs.
*The in-app purchases (microtransactions) do not work, as it would not process a payment. This is atually good because a quick
look at the discussions will show that when they do process, you do not receive the items from your purchase.

Lasty, the grinding in this game is worse than any other clicker game I've played - and I've maxed out Insanity Clicker. :(. Great
potential and cheap to buy. TL;DReview: Definitely the bad apple in the Pixel Puzzle bunch.

Bugs: Crashes on exit; No save date lost. Puzzle alignment is off.

Achievements: 100% completion possible by solving all puzzles without using any power-ups (and using them to launch
the rockets instead).

Final Verdict: 3\/10
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The designs are a bit uninspired, the NASA logos are blurred out, and the jigsaw alignment is slightly off to the topright
which can cause some annoyances when trying to place side and corner pieces. The difficulty is easy for all puzzles but takes
a steep jump up at the final puzzle.. This game just have everything I am looking for ..turn based , rpg , strategy , tactical
combat ...a lot of battles ..and not burden by tho wall of texts to read ...once in a while you do get a little gem like this ...go
and give yourself a nice early Christmas gift ,,buy this game ...highly recommended
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For a dollar you get a cute little story of a love affair, a story of a strict mother, and a risible maid thrown into a visual novel.

Worth even more if you can get it on sale.. This is actually the first card game I've ever purchased. I like anime and the game
seemed like it would be fun and it is. After playing hours of high stress games, this feels like a healing moment.

The dev was kind enough to bring back original content and not cave to the noisy minority who wouldn't buy his game anyway. I
salute you.

I haven't come anywhere near finishing this game and I'm already ready to cough up money for DLC. I hope you add more
content in the future and thanks for making this game.. I am a website developer by day and a gamer by night. I also travel a lot
and have to use a one monitor setup on the road. Chameleon Video Player allows me to code websites while watching movies
and news though my other applications. Very Cool! Anyone who likes to work or game while watching streaming TV, Twitch or
local movies on a single monitor should get this!. This game would be fun if it wasn't buggy as♥♥♥♥♥♥. Skip this game as
there's no support and the Steam forum is a graveyard.. LOVE THIS GAME.....
WHY ISNT THERE MORE GAMES LIKE IT?!!?!
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